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We study the peculiar dynamical features of a fractional derivative of complex-order network. 
The network is composed of two unidirectional rings of cells, coupled through a “buffer” cell. The 
network has a Z3 × Z5 cyclic symmetry group. The complex derivative Dα±β, with α, β ∈ R+ is a 
generalization of the concept of integer order derivative, where α = 1, β  = 0. Each cell is 
modeled by the Chen oscillator. Numerical simulations of the coupled cell system associated with 
the network expose patterns such as equilibria, periodic orbits, relaxation oscillations, 
quasiperiodic motion, and chaos, in one or in two rings of cells. In addition, fixing β = 0.8, we 
perceive differences in the qualitative behavior of the system, as the parameter c ∈ [13, 24] of the 
Chen oscillator and/or the real part of the fractional derivative, α ∈ {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0}, 
are varied. Some patterns produced by the coupled system are constrained by the network 
architecture, but other features are only understood in the light of the internal dynamics of each 
cell, in this case, the Chen oscillator. What is more important, architecture and/or internal 
dynamics?
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1. Introduction

Networks of coupled cells have been widely studied
in the literature. The main reason is their appli-
cability to the modeling of a large variety of real
life phenomena, provided by their wide range of
new and unexpected dynamical patterns. Exam-
ples are in gene transcription networks, animal and
robot locomotion, ecological networks, economics,
physics, the World Wide Web, secure communi-
cation, automatic control, social networks, neuro-
science, secure communication, automatic control,
neuroscience, and cryptography, to name a few.

Readers can refer to [Singer, 1999; Dachselt & 
Schwarz, 2002; Albert & Barabási, 2002; Xie et al., 
2002; Boccaletti et al., 2006; Pinto & Golubitsky, 
2006; Pinto, 2012, 2014; Zhu et al., 2013].

A dynamically evolving network may exhibit 
distinct dynamical features, from synchronized 
states [Pikovsky et al., 2003; Stewart & Parker, 
2007; Aguiar et al., 2011], phase locking [Pikovsky 
et al., 2003], resonance, quasiperiodicity, and other 
complex patterns [Huxter et al., 2003; Ikegaya et al., 
2004; Antoneli et al., 2010; Pinto, 2012]. Synchro-
nized states are extremely important in daily life
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[Zhu et al., 2013]. The network architecture is 
greatly responsible for the appearance of these 
behavioral patterns [Terman et al., 2002; Wang, 
2002; Stewart et al., 2003; Golubitsky et al., 2004; 
Vragović et al., 2006; Boccaletti et al., 2006]. For 
example, synchronized patterns, in which two or 
more nodes behave identically, and phase relations, 
in which the behavior is identical except for a fixed 
time delay, are expected in a network with a “sym-
metric” architecture. Numerical and experimental 
outcomes also confirm the existence of this rela-
tionship between network architecture and network 
dynamics [Prinz et al., 2004].

Stewart et al. [2003] and Golubitsky et al.
[2005] developed a theory of coupled cell networks 
and associated dynamical systems. A network of 
coupled cells may be realized through a directed 
graph, where the nodes represent the cells and the 
arrows the couplings between them. A “cell” is com-
monly defined as a system of ordinary differential 
equations. The dynamics of the full network con-
sists of the dynamics of the time evolution at all 
the nodes of the network. This formalism frees the 
researcher of the details of the dynamics of each 
node and allows him to focus only on the network 
structure. Nevertheless, as was pointed before by 
Antoneli et al. [2010], Pinto [2012, 2014], there are 
exotic features that cannot be explained solely by 
the network architecture and seem to be explained 
by the internal dynamics of each node (or cell).

Bearing these ideas in mind, in this paper, we 
study the complex-order network of two unidirec-
tional rings of cells, coupled through a “buffer” cell, 
with Z3 × Z5 symmetry (Fig. 1).

In Sec. 2, we revise briefly the coupled cells net-
works formalism and bifurcation theory. In Sec. 3, 
we simulate the fractional complex-order coupled 
cell system associated with the network in Fig. 1 
and discuss the implications of the results. In Sec. 4,
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Fig. 1. Network of two coupled unidirectional rings, one
with three cells and the other with five, connected through a
buffer cell b. The network has Z3 × Z5 symmetry group.

we conclude this work and shed some light for future
research directions.

1.1. Fractional derivative
of complex-order

Fractional calculus (FC) is a generalization of
the integer order differentiation and integration
to an arbitrary, real or complex order [Podlubny,
1998; Kilbas et al., 2006]. Several applications
have emerged in engineering, physics, biology,
fluid mechanics, electrochemistry, and many other
research areas [Tenreiro Machado, 1997; Mainardi,
2010; Tarasov, 2010; Oldham, 2010; Pinto &
Machado, 2011a, 2011b, 2014; Li & Ma, 2013].

There are three main definitions of fractional
derivatives of order α ∈ R, namely, the Riemann–
Liouville, the Grünwald–Letnikov, and the Caputo,
given by:
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where Γ(·) is Euler’s gamma function, [x] means the
integer part of x, and h is the step time increment.

The fractional derivatives have memory, in the
sense that they “learn” with the history of the past
dynamics of the system. Integer order systems are,
in opposition, considered “local” operators.

The Grünwald–Letnikov formulation inspires
the numerical calculation of the fractional deriva-
tive based on the approximation of the time incre-
ment h through the sampling period T and the
series truncation at the rth term. This method is
often denoted as Power Series Expansion (PSE)
yielding the equation in the z-domain:

Z{Dαf(t)}
Z{f(t)} =

1
Tα

r∑
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(−1)kΓ(α + 1)
k!Γ(α − k + 1)

z−k (4)

where, in order to have good approximations, a
large r is required and a small value of T .



Expression (4) represents the Euler, or first
backward difference, approximation in the so-called
s → z conversion scheme.

The most known generalized derivative opera-
tor considers α ∈ R. The fractional derivative of
complex-order α± β ∈ C leads to complex output
valued results. In [Hartley et al., 2005], the associ-
ation of two complex-order derivatives is proposed,
in order to overcome the complex results. In fact,
there are several arrangements that produce real
valued results. For example, with the real part of
two complex conjugate derivatives Dα±β we get:
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We consider here expression (5) to perform the
numerical simulations.

2. Networks of Coupled Cell
Systems

A coupled cell network is schematically represented
by a directed graph, with a finite set of nodes,
representing the cells, and whose directed edges
specify the coupling between them. The input set
of a cell c is the set of arrows that terminate at
cell c. Two cells are input equivalent if there exists
a bijection, between the corresponding input sets,
that preserves the coupling type between the cells.
Equivalent arrows have heads and tails of the same
type, the equivalence relation on arrows is repre-
sented by �E. The equivalent relation on cells is
symbolized by �C .

For each cell c an internal phase space Pc is
defined. The total phase space of the network is
the product P =

∏n
i=1 Pc. The coordinates on Pc

are denoted by xc, the coordinates on P are thus
(x1, x2, . . . , xn). At time t, the system is at state
(x1(t), x2(t), . . . , xn(t)).

A vector field f on P , compatible with the net-
work architecture, is said to be admissible for that
network. Moreover, it satisfies the following two
conditions: (1) the domain — each component fi

corresponding to cell ci must be a function of the
cells in the input set of cell ci, I(ci)-; and (2) the
pull-back condition — the components fi and fj of
cells ci and cj are identical, up to a suitable per-
mutation of the relevant variables, if the two cells
have isomorphic input cells [Golubitsky & Stewart,
2006].

The symmetry of a network imposes constraints
on its dynamical behavior, and helps to explain
some patterns that seem to be peculiar from the
general coupled dynamical systems theory.

A symmetry of a coupled cells system is the
group of permutations of the cells (and arrows) that
preserve the network structure. This means that
cells and arrows are permuted but cell-types and
arrow-types are preserved. The action of the sym-
metry on P is by permutation of the cell coordi-
nates. The network in Fig. 1 is an example of a
network with Z3 × Z5 symmetry. That means that
we can permute the cells in the 3-ring and addition-
ally we can exchange the cells in the 5-ring.

2.1. Bifurcations in symmetrically
coupled cell systems —
A review

Golubitsky et al. [1988], Golubitsky and Stewart
[2002] have developed a theory of local bifurcations
of generic coupled cells systems with symmetry. The
Equivariant Branching lemma gives sufficient condi-
tions for the occurrence of a “symmetry-breaking”
bifurcation from a fully symmetric equilibrium.
Moreover, the Equivariant Hopf theorem guarantees
the existence of branches of periodic solutions bifur-
cating from a fully symmetric equilibrium. We note
that the bifurcating solutions have less symmetry
than the fully symmetric equilibrium, the original
solution.

The complete list of all spatiotemporal symme-
tries, produced by an integer order coupled cell sys-
tem, associated with the network in Fig. 1, to be
expected after a Hopf bifurcation, is determined in
[Antoneli et al., 2010; Pinto, 2012, 2014]. We expect
the same type of solutions for the fractional deriva-
tive of complex-order coupled cell system (8), asso-
ciated with the network in Fig. 1.

The form of the periodic solutions that can
be obtained when a coupled cell system associated



with the network in Fig. 1 undergoes a primary 
Hopf bifurcation is described as follows. The peri-
odic solution of type Z̃3 × Z5 is such that its com-
ponents corresponding to the cells in the 3-ring are 
periodic and have the same wave form but they are 
1/3 out of phase and the components correspond-
ing to the cells in the 5-ring stay at equilibrium. 
Analogously, the periodic solution of type Z3 × Z̃5 
is such that its components corresponding to the 
cells in the 5-ring are periodic and have the same 
wave form but they are 1/5 out of phase, and the 
components corresponding to the cells in the 3-ring 
depict an equilibrium.

3. Numerical Results

We simulate the coupled cell system, associated 
with the network depicted in Fig. 1. We  consider  
the Chen oscillator as the phase space for each cell 
of the two rings and an unidimensional phase space 
for the “buffer” cell. The total phase space is thus 
25th-dimensional. The dynamics of a singular ring 
cell is given by Chen and Ueta [1999], Lü et al.
[2002]:

u̇ = a(v − u)

v̇ = (c − a)u − uw + cv

ẇ = uv − bw

(6)

where a = 35, b = 3, c are real parameters.
The unidimensional dynamics of the “buffer”

cell is given by Antoneli et al. [2010]:

f(u) = µu − 1
10

u2 − u3 (7)

where µ = −1.0 is a real parameter.
The fractional derivative of complex-order cou-

pled cells system of equations associated with the
network in Fig. 1 is given by:
1
2
(Dα+β + Dα−β)xj

= g(xj) + k(xj − xj+1) + db, j = 1, . . . , 3

1
2
(Dα+β + Dα−β)b = f(b),

1
2
(Dα+β + Dα−β)yj

= g(yj) + k(yj − yj+1) + db, j = 1, . . . , 5
(8)

where g(u) represents the dynamics of each Chen
oscillator, k = −5.0, d = 0.2, and the indexing
assumes x4 ≡ x1 and y6 ≡ y1.

We fix β = 0.8. We increase the value of the
parameter c ∈ [13, 24], starting at c = 13 from a
fully equilibrium state in the cells of the two rings,
for α = 1.0. For each value of c, we vary the real part
of the fractional derivative of complex-order, α ∈
{0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0}, and study the dynamical
behavior of the coupled cell system (8).

In Fig. 2, we plot the time series solution of the
first variable u of each Chen oscillator of the 3-ring
(a) and the first variable u of each Chen oscilla-
tor of the 5-ring (b), of the fractional derivative of
complex-order coupled cell system (8). The cells in
the 3-ring are at equilibrium and the cells in the 5-
ring depict a rotating wave state, for α = 1.0. Since
we have started at a full equilibrium of the network,
for c = 13, the rotating wave state in the cells of
the 5-ring appear after a primary Hopf bifurcation
in these cells.

In Fig. 3, we plot the dynamics of the cells
x1 and y1 of the two rings, for different values of
α ∈ {0.5, 0.9, 1.0}. We remark that we only plot the
dynamics for these values of α for a better visualiza-
tion, but the numerical simulations were performed
for all values of α ∈ {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0}. Dis-
tinct dynamical behaviors can be seen in the cells
of the two rings. In particular, rotating waves are
exhibited by the cells in the 3-ring for α ∈ {0.5,
0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}, and equilibrium is observed for
α = 1.0. This suggests that a primary Hopf bifurca-
tion has occured in the 3-ring for a certain value of
α ∈ [0.9, 1.0]. Moreover, the cells in the 5-ring, show
a rotating wave state for all values of α. In addition,
we remark that there is a decrease in the period
and in the amplitude of the periodic solutions as
α increases towards one. In fact, the rotating wave
states in the cells of the 5-ring, for α = 0.5, already
reveal a relaxation oscillation phenomena [Krupa &
Szmolyan, 2001].

Relaxation oscillations are solutions charac-
terized by long periods of quasi-static behavior
interspersed with short periods of rapid transi-
tion, commonly seen in fast–slow systems [Krupa &
Szmolyan, 2001].

In Fig. 4, the cells in the 3-ring and the cells in
the 5-ring show a rotating wave state, for α = 1.0.
A secondary Hopf bifurcation has occured in the
3-ring, as c is increased from 13.7 till 13.9.
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Fig. 2. Simulation results of the coupled cell system (8), for a = 35.0, b = 3.0, c = 13.7 and α = 1.0. The cells in the 3-ring
are at equilibrium. The cells in the 5-ring depict a rotating wave state. Time series of the first variable u of each Chen oscillator
of (a) 3-ring and (b) 5-ring.

In Fig. 5, we plot the dynamics of the cells
in the two rings, for different values of α ∈
{0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0}. We observe that, analo-
gously to what happened for c = 13.7, the period
and the amplitude of the periodic solutions in the
two rings decrease as α is increased towards one. In
addition, relaxation oscillation behavior seems to
appear in the cells of the 5-ring for α ∈ {0.5, 0.6}.

Increasing further the parameter c, we obtain
the behavior seen in Fig. 6. The cells in the 3-ring
show a rotating wave state, whereas the cells in the
5-ring depict a quasiperiodic motion, for α = 1.0.

In Fig. 7, we show the phase space plot of
the first Chen oscillator in each ring of cells, for
α = 0.9. Simulations have been performed for
α ∈ {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0}. We observe that
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Fig. 3. Simulation results of the coupled cell system (8), for a = 35.0, b  = 3.0, c  = 13.7, and distinct values of α ∈ 
{0.5, 0.9, 1.0}. The cells in the 3-ring depict a rotating wave state for α ∈ {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9} and are at equilibrium for 
α = 1.0. The cells in the 5-ring show a rotating wave state for all values of α. For more information, see text. Time series of 
the first variable of the Chen oscillator: (a) x1 of the 3-ring and (b) y1 of the 5-ring.
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Fig. 4. Simulation results of the coupled cell system (8), for a = 35.0, b = 3.0, c = 13.9 and α = 1. The cells in the two rings
depict a rotating wave state. Time series of the first variable u of each Chen oscillator of (a) 3-ring and (b) 5-ring.

the cells in the two rings depict a rotating wave
for α = {0.7, 0.8, 0.9} and are at equilibrium for
α = {0.5, 0.6}.

Continuing to vary the parameter c, the dynam-
ical behavior of the coupled cell system (8) changes
once more. In Fig. 8, we depict the phase space
plots of the first Chen oscillator of each ring of cells
and verify a quasiperiodic state in the 3-ring and a
chaotic state in the 5-ring, for α = 1.0.

In Figs. 9 and 10, the behavior of the cells is
depicted in the two rings, for different values of α.
From the observation of the figures, we can conclude

that, for α = {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8}, the cells in the two
rings are at equilibrium. For α = 0.9, the cells in the
two rings show a periodic solution of large period.
Moreover, for α = 1, the cells in the 3-ring depict a
quasiperiodic motion, whereas the cells in the 5-ring
are at a chaotic state (see Fig. 8).

When increasing further the parameter c,
another peculiar feature of the coupled cell sys-
tem (8) emerges. In Fig. 11, we depict the phase
space plots of the first Chen oscillator of each ring.
The cells in the two rings show a chaotic behavior,
for α = 1.0.
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Fig. 5. Simulation results of the coupled cell system (8), for a = 35.0, b = 3.0, c = 13.9, and α ∈ {0.5, 0.9, 1.0}. The cells in 
the two rings show a rotating wave state for all values of α ∈ {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0}. For more information, see text. Time 
series of the first variable of the Chen oscillator: (a) x1 of the 3-ring and (b) y1 in the 5-ring.
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Fig. 6. Simulation results of the coupled cell system (8), for a = 35.0, b = 3.0, c = 17.5 and α = 1. The cells in the 3-ring
show a rotating wave state, whereas the cells in the 5-ring depict a quasiperiodic motion. Phase space plot of the first Chen
oscillator of (a) 3-ring and (b) 5-ring.

The qualitative change in the dynamical behav-
ior of system (8) seen in Figs. 6, 8 and 11, insinuates
a cascade of period-doubling bifurcations leading
the system from order (periodic solutions) to chaos,
for α = 1.

Figure 12 shows a “simpler” pattern of the cou-
pled cell system (8), for c = 21 and α = 0.9, where
the cells in the 3-ring appear to be at a periodic
state and cells in the 5-ring depict a quasiperi-
odic motion. Numerical simulations of the coupled
system (8) for α = {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0} and

c = 21, unwrap even “simpler” patterns, for α =
{0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8}, where the cells in the 3-ring are
at equilibrium. Moreover, the cells in the 5-ring are
at a periodic of “long period” state, for α = 0.8,
whereas for α = {0.5, 0.6, 0.7} these cells are at
equilibrium.

We continue increasing parameter c, and we dis-
tinguish a different dynamical behavior of the cou-
pled cell system (8). In Fig. 13, we depict the time
series of the cells in the two rings, for α = 1.0.
Rotating wave states appear again in the cells of
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Fig. 7. Simulation results of the coupled cell system (8), for a = 35.0, b = 3.0, c = 17.5 and α = 0.9. The cells in the two 
rings depict a rotating wave for α = {0.7, 0.8, 0.9} and are at equilibrium for α = {0.5, 0.6}. Phase space plot of the first Chen 
oscillator: (a) x1 of 3-ring and (b) y1 of 5-ring.
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Fig. 8. Simulation results of the coupled cell system (8), for a = 35.0, b = 3.0, c = 19 and α = 1. The cells in the 3-ring show
a quasiperiodic motion, whereas the cells in the 5-ring are at a chaotic state. Phase space plot of the first Chen oscillator of
(a) 3-ring and (b) 5-ring.

both rings. The periodic solution is clearly seen in
Fig. 14. This change in the qualitative behavior of
the coupled cell system (8) suggests the existence
of a sequence of period-halving bifurcations that
brings back the coupled cell system (8) from chaos
to order (a stable periodic solution).

In Fig. 15, we plot the phase space of the cou-
pled system (8) for α = 0.9. The cells in the two
rings exhibit chaotic motions for this value of α.
Moreover, quasiperiodic motion in the cells of the

two rings is seen for α = {0.7, 0.8}, and equilibrium
for α = {0.5, 0.6}.

The simulations of the coupled cell system (8)
uncover a very rich and complex dynamical behav-
ior. In this sense, some considerations must be
made:

(i) There is a change in the qualitative behavior of
the coupled cell system (8) as α, the real part
of the fractional derivative of complex-order,
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Fig. 9. Simulation results of the coupled cell system (8), for a = 35.0, b = 3.0, c = 19  and  α = 0.9. The cells in the two rings 
show a periodic orbit. Phase space plot of the first Chen oscillator of (a) 3-ring and (b) 5-ring.
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Fig. 10. Simulation results of the coupled cell system (8), for a = 35.0, b = 3.0, c = 19 and α = {0.5, 0.9, 1.0}. For
α = {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8}, the cells in the two rings are at equilibrium. For α = 0.9, the cells in the two rings show a periodic
solution. For α = 1, the cells in the 3-ring depict a quasiperiodic motion, whereas the cells in the 5-ring are at a chaotic state.
Time series of the first variable of the Chen oscillator: (a) x1 in 3-ring and (b) y1 in 5-ring.

is varied. Thus, α plays here the role of a bifur-
cation parameter. Similar behavior is seen for
variation of the parameter c.

(ii) Several Hopf bifurcations occur for variation
of the parameter c and for variation of α.

(iii) Relaxation oscillations seem to be obtained,
for α = 1.0, after a sequence of Hopf bifur-
cations. There is numerical evidence for, at
least, two Hopf bifurcations, for increasing val-
ues of c. This behavior has been studied in

[Golubitsky et al., 2004; Antoneli et al., 2010;
Pinto, 2012], where relaxation oscillation phe-
nomena appear after a sequence of three Hopf
bifurcations in an integer order coupled cell
system, associated with the network in Fig. 1.

(iv) From the numerical results and from the
already known behavior of integer order simi-
lar systems, we may suspect the existence of a
cascade of Hopf bifurcations, period-doubling
bifurcations and period-halving bifurcations.
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Fig. 11. Simulation results of the coupled cell system (8), for a = 35.0, b = 3.0, c = 21  and  α = 1. The cells in the 3-ring 
show quasiperiodic motion, and the cells in the 5-ring depict a chaotic behavior. Phase space plot of the first Chen oscillator 
of (a) 3-ring and (b) 5-ring.
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Fig. 12. Simulation results of the coupled cell system (8), for a = 35.0, b = 3.0, c = 21 and α = 0.9. The cells in the 3-ring
appear to show a periodic orbit of “long” period, and the cells in the 5-ring are at a quasiperiodic state. Phase space plot of
the first Chen oscillator of (a) 3-ring and (b) 5-ring.

In Fig. 1 [Pinto, 2014], a similar integer
order network is considered, with the internal
dynamics of each cell modeled by the Chen
oscillator. There, these three types of bifur-
cations occur for increasing values of c, anal-
ogously to what happens for the fractional
order coupled cell system (8). We believe a
similar bifurcation diagram must apply here
when varying the parameter c. In addition,
the two-parameter (c versus α) bifurcation

diagram, must add even more complexity to
the one-parameter diagram, since distinct fea-
tures appear for distinct values of α. This must
be studied in detail in future works.

(v) The presence of symmetry constrains the
dynamical behavior of the cells in each of the
rings (remember the rotating wave states).
Nonetheless, the chaoticity of some solutions
seems to be strongly dependant on the choice
of the vector field. In this paper, we have
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Fig. 13. Simulation results of the coupled cell system (8), for a = 35.0, b = 3.0, c = 24  and  α = 1. The cells in the two 
rings depict a rotating wave state. For more information, see text. Time series of the first variable u of each Chen oscillator 
of (a) 3-ring and (b) 5-ring.
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Fig. 14. Simulation results of the coupled cell system (8), for a = 35.0, b = 3.0, c = 24 and α = 1.0. The cells in the two
rings depict a rotating wave state. Phase space plot of the first Chen oscillator of (a) 3-ring and (b) 5-ring.
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Fig. 15. Simulation results of the coupled cell system (8), for a = 35.0, b = 3.0, c = 24 and α = 0.9. The cells in the two
rings exhibit chaotic motions. Phase space plot of the first Chen oscillator of (a) 3-ring and (b) 5-ring.

considered the Chen oscillator to model the
internal dynamics of each node (or cell). This
system may exhibit quasiperiodic motion and
chaotic states, interleaved with windows of
periodic solutions, for variation of the param-
eter c [Lü et al., 2002].

(vi) From the observation of the figures, one can
infer that a way of controlling chaos could rely
on the variation of the parameter c and/or the
variation of the value of α.

(vii) To our knowledge, the theory of Hopf bifur-
cation in fractional equivariant dynamical

systems is far from being developed. This
might be an interesting future research topic.

The network seems to “hide” very interesting
dynamical patterns and an intriguing bifurcation
diagram that will be the focus of future research
work.

4. Conclusion

Exotic and intriguing patterns of a fractional
derivative of complex-order coupled cell system are



exposed in this work. The coupled cell system is 
associated with a network of two unidirectional 
rings of cells, coupled through a “buffer” cell, and 
has Z3 × Z5 symmetry group.

Some patterns are indeed expected, due to the 
network architecture, nevertheless the full compre-
hension of the behavior of the coupled cell system 
is only achieved by the inclusion of the inter-
nal dynamics of each cell. The internal dynam-
ics may, without a doubt, add more complexity to 
the “expected” behavioral features of networks of 
coupled cells. This is verified in this work, where 
we considered the Chen oscillator as the internal 
dynamics of the cells in the rings. The order of the 
fractional derivative also appears to have a signif-
icant role in the features produced by the coupled 
cell system. The latter induces a way of controlling 
chaos. Future work is needed to explore these find-
ings further.
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